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Extended Abstract 
 The concrete is assumed to carry no tension at the crack. However, the intact concrete between adjacent cracks can 

still carry some tensile stresses due to the bond between reinforcement and surrounding concrete. Tension stiffening should 

be considered as one of the important factors to predict realistic behaviours of reinforced concrete members. Allam et al. 

proposed simple analytical procedure based on commercial finite element program [1]. Perera and Mutsuyoshi performed 

on direct tension test to evaluate tension stiffening effect for high strength concrete members [2]. The objective of this paper 

is to compare the deflections obtained from the tension stiffening models. For this purpose, the finite element analysis model 

was used to calculate deflections for the reinforced concrete beams using Scanlon [3], Lin and Scordelis [4], and Owen and 

Damjanic [5] tension stiffening Models. In this paper, the finite element formulation was based on layered and degenerate 

shell elements adopted for the three dimensional global analysis of plate type structures [6]. Eight-node isoparametric 

degenerated element was selected. The layered element was applied to account for the behaviour of the reinforced concrete 

members, which exhibited difference properties in the thickness direction owing to the placement of reinforcements. The 

uncracked concrete was assumed as linear elastic material. After cracking, the concrete was treated as orthotropic. As a result, 

Scanlon’s model generally shows good agreement from the comparative analysis for reinforced concrete beams among the 

several tension stiffening models. 
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